Thermodynamic model of cooperativity in a dimeric protein: unique and independent parameters formulation.
A model of the cooperative interaction of ligand binding to a dimeric protein is presented based upon the unique and independent parameters (UIP) thermodynamic formulation (Gutheil and McKenna, Biophys. Chem. 45 (1992) 171-179). The analysis is developed from an initial model which includes coupled conformational and ligand binding equilibria. This completely general model is then restricted to focus on conformationally mediated cooperative interactions between the ligands and the expressions for the apparent ligand binding constant and the apparent ligand-ligand interaction constant are derived. The conditions under which there is no cooperative interaction between the ligands are found as roots to a polynomial equation. Consideration of the distribution of species among the various conformational states in this general model leads to a set of inequalities which can be represented as a two dimensional plot of boundaries. By superimposing a contour plot of the value of the apparent ligand-ligand interaction constant over the plot of boundaries a complete graphical representation of this system is achieved similar to a phase diagram. It is found that the parameter space homologous to Koshland-Nemethy-Filmer type of model is most consistent with both positive and negative cooperativity in this model. The maximal amount of positive and negative cooperativity are found to be simple functions of Kc, the equilibrium constant associated with the change of a subunit and ligand from the unligated to ligated conformation. It is shown that under certain limiting conditions the apparent allosteric interaction between ligands is equal to the conformational interaction between subunits. The methods presented are generally applicable to the theoretical analysis of thermodynamic interactions in complex systems.